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Abstract

Typestates are a notion of behavioral types that describe protocols for stateful objects, specifying the available methods for each state. Ensuring methods are called in the correct order (protocol compliance), and that, if and when the program terminates, all objects are in the final state (protocol completion) is crucial to write better and safer programs. Objects of this kind are commonly shared among different clients or stored in collections, which may also be shared. However, statically checking protocol compliance and completion when objects are shared is challenging. To evaluate the support given by state of the art verification tools in checking the correct use of shared objects with protocol, we present a survey on four tools for Java: VeriFast, VerCors, Plural, and KeY. We describe the implementation of a file reader, linked-list, and iterator, check for each tool its ability to statically guarantee protocol compliance and completion, even when objects are shared in collections, and evaluate the programmer’s effort in making the code acceptable to these tools. With this study, we motivate the need for lightweight methods to verify the presented kinds of programs.
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1 Introduction

In object-oriented programming, one naturally defines objects where their methods’ availability depends on their internal state [49]. For example, the `next` method of an iterator can only be called if there are items to be retrieved, otherwise it throws an exception. One might represent their intended usage protocol with an automaton or a state machine [60, 61, 25]. Behavioral types [34, 3], when used for object-oriented languages, allow us to statically check if all code of a program respects the protocol of each object, helping us to write safer programs with fewer errors. The crucial properties verified are protocol compliance, ensuring methods are called in the correct order, and protocol completion, guaranteeing that if and when the program terminates, all the objects are in their final states, ensuring required method calls are not forgotten, and that resources are freed, for example, that we close all sockets. Bravetti et al. present a formal treatment of these properties [19].

In session types approaches, objects with protocols are usually forced to be used in a linear way to avoid race conditions, which reduces concurrency and restricts what a programmer can do [32, 34]. Given that sharing of objects is very common, it should be naturally supported, without putting too much burden on the programmer. For example, pointer-based data structures, like linked-lists, usually rely on internal sharing (i.e. aliasing). Such collections may also be used to store an arbitrary number of objects in different states which need to be tracked. Developing these data-types, and applications using them, is often challenging. To our knowledge, there is no typestate-oriented support for tracking the states of objects in collections, while ensuring protocol compliance and completion. Given this, the present study has the objective of answering the following research question (in Section 3.4)

**RQ:** Are current static verification tools capable of verifying protocol compliance and completion even when objects are shared in collections?

To study the contributions and limitations of the state of the art, we report our experience in verifying protocol compliance and completion with four tools for Java: VeriFast [39, 38], VerCors [33, 13], Plural [10], and KeY [1]. We picked these because of their rich features for verification, and because they are actively maintained (with the exception of Plural). We believe these cover the most used static analysis techniques which can be instructed to perform typestate verification. *VeriFast* checks programs annotated with method contracts written in separation logic [51, 55]. *VerCors*, however, uses permission-based concurrent separation logic to check programs, inspired by Chalice [44, 45]. *Plural* verifies that the protocols of objects are respected with typestates [59]. It introduces access permissions which combine typestate and object aliasing information, allowing state to be tracked and modified even when objects are shared, allowing for more uses beyond the “single writer vs multiple readers” model of fractional permissions [17]. *KeY* verifies sequential Java programs with specifications written in JML [43], based on first-order Java dynamic logic (JavaDL) [27]. It supports a great number of Java features and provides an interactive theorem prover with a high degree of automation and useful tactics to guide proofs. OpenJML is another verification tool based on JML [22]. Given that the differences [16] are not significant for our use case, and since KeY has an interactive prover, we focus our study on KeY.

To our knowledge, no such comparison study was previously done that focused on protocol compliance and completion. As we will observe, the running examples may look simple but constitute real challenges to these tools, especially since three of them are based on contracts, not behavioral types. Our conclusions support advocating for lightweight verification methods directed at these protocol related properties. The contributions of this paper are:
Code implementations and examples of using file readers, linked-lists, and iterators (when possible), similar in all four tools, and specifications appropriate to each tool to verify the desired properties;

An assessment if the tools can check protocol compliance, and if they can guarantee protocol completion, even with objects shared in collections;

An evaluation of the programmer’s effort in making the code examples acceptable to each tool, justifying the need for lightweight methods to verify these kinds of programs.

With regards to our level of experience, we are knowledgeable in the concepts used, having applied them in different settings, and have had practical experience with VeriFast before conducting this study. Regarding the other tools, we report our experience in using them for the first time. To validate this study, our assessments were shared with the development teams. From the responses we got, they found the examples to be interesting and challenging. All the received feedback was very valuable in helping us to refine and confirm our conclusions.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of each tool; Section 3 presents code implementations and specifications, and if they were accepted, thus reporting our experience and answering the RQ (Section 3.4); Section 4 discusses our assessments; Section 5 discusses relevant work; finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Background

2.1 VeriFast

VeriFast is a modular verifier for (subsets of) C and Java programs annotated with method contracts (pre- and post-conditions) written in separation logic \[39, 38, 51, 55\]. Besides the points-to assertions from separation logic, specifications support the definition of inductive data types, predicates, and fixpoint functions. Additionally, deductive reasoning \[5\] is supported via the definition of lemmas and the insertion of assertions in key program points to guide verification. Furthermore, it comes with an IDE allowing one to observe each step of a proof when an error is encountered. VeriFast is then able to statically check that contracts are respected during execution and that programs will not raise errors such as null pointer exceptions or perform incorrect actions such as accessing illegal memory. Nonetheless, VeriFast’s support for generics is still limited.\(^1\)

When declaring predicates, one may also specify output parameters. These appear after input parameters separated with a semicolon. Output parameters need to be precisely defined in the predicate definition and allow its user to “extract” them. In Listing 1, the parameter \(b\) is defined as an output parameter of the \(\text{account}\) predicate (line 1). It is precisely defined to be the value of the \(\text{balance}\) field of the account object. The \(\Rightarrow\) symbol represents the points-to assertion while \(\&\&\) represents the separating conjunction binary operator. This balance can then be “extracted” using the \(?\) symbol in a pre-condition (line 5), existentially quantifying the name \(b\), which can then be mentioned in the post-condition (line 6), indicating the effect of a deposit given the current balance \(b\).

\begin{verbatim}
//@ predicate account ( Account a; int b) = a.balance |-> b &* b >= 0;

class Account {
    int balance;

    void deposit(int value)
}
\end{verbatim}

\(^1\) https://github.com/verifast/verifast/issues/271
For the sharing of memory locations, VeriFast has built-in support for **fractional permissions**, associating a number coefficient between 0 (exclusive) and 1 (inclusive) to each heap chunk [17]. By default, the coefficient is 1, which allows reads from and writes to a memory location. A number less than 1 allows only for reads. The programmer may provide coefficient patterns in the form of expressions, such as literal numbers or variables, or in the form of existentially quantified names (like $f$ in line 2 of Listing 2). These patterns may be applied to points-to assertions but also to predicates. Applying a coefficient to a predicate is equivalent to multiplying it by each coefficient of each heap chunk mentioned in the predicate’s body. Additionally, VeriFast supports the automatic splitting and merging of fractional permissions. Counting permissions are also supported via a trusted library [17].

```
//@ requires account(this, ?b) && 0 < value;
//@ ensures account(this, b + value);
{
    balance += value;
}
```

For C programs, VeriFast also supports leak checking: after consuming post-conditions, the heap must be empty. However, the programmer can leak certain resources with the `leak` command. For Java programs, leaking is always allowed.

### 2.2 VerCors

VerCors is a verifier for concurrent programs written in Java, C, OpenCL and PVL (Prototypal Verification Language), and annotated with method contracts [33, 13]. The specifications employ a logic based on **permission-based concurrent separation logic** [50]. The verification procedure is modular, checking each method in isolation given a contract with pre- and post-conditions. As in VeriFast, lemmas can be defined and assertions introduced to guide verification. Although there are other tools that perform static verification on annotated programs, VerCors focuses on supporting different concurrency patterns of high-level languages, and is designed to be language-independent. Support for inheritance and exceptions is still being worked upon based on theoretical work by Rubbens [56].

Internally, VerCors uses the Viper backend [48], which in turn uses Z3 [23].

VerCors supports two styles for specifying access to memory locations: **permission annotations**, following the approach of Chalice [44, 45]; and **points-to assertions** of separation logic, as in VeriFast. Both styles of specification have been shown to be equivalent by Parkinson and Summers [53]. The equivalence is presented in Figure 1. On the left-hand-side it is shown the use of a permission annotation, $Perm$, to request access to variable $var$, with fractional permission $p$, and storing a value equal to $val$. The ** symbol represents the separating conjunction operator. On the right-hand-side it is shown the equivalent PointsTo assertion. Permission annotations are very useful because they allow us to refer to values in variables without the need to use new names for them.

---

2 [https://vercors.ewi.utwente.nl/wiki/#inheritance-1](https://vercors.ewi.utwente.nl/wiki/#inheritance-1)
Perm(var, p) ** var == val ≡ PointsTo(var, p, val)

Figure 1 Permission annotations equivalent to points-to assertions.

As an example, List. 3 shows a method contract which requires exclusive permission to write in field `val` (line 2), and ensures that the new value is equal to the old one incremented by one (line 3).

Listing 3 Permissions example.

```java
/*@ 2 requires Perm(val, 1);
3 ensures Perm(val, 1) ** val == \old(val) + 1;
@*/

4 void increment(){
5 val = val + 1;
6 }
```

VerCors also has support for ghost code, including ghost parameters and results in methods. These are declared in methods' contracts with the `given` and `yields` keywords, respectively. When calling a method, one uses the `with` and `then` keywords to assign ghost parameters and retrieve return values, respectively. These features are exemplified in Listing 4 where a `sum` method yields a ghost result given two ghost parameters, `x` and `y`. Line 13 shows how this method may be used. Ghost code is useful to keep track of intermediate results, which only exist for the purpose of verification.

Listing 4 Ghost code example.

```java
/*@ 2 given int x;
3 given int y;
4 yields int res;
5 ensures res == x + y;
@*/

7 void sum () {
8 //@ ghost res = x + y;
9 }

10 void main () {
11 //@ ghost int result;
12 sum() //@ with {x=3; y=2;} then {result=res;} @*/;
13 }
```

2.3 Plural

Bierhoff and Aldrich addressed the problem of substitutability of subtypes while guaranteeing behavioral subtyping in a object-oriented language [9]. The specification technique models protocols using abstract states, incorporating state refinements (allowing the definition of substates, thus supporting substitutability of subtypes), state dimensions (which define orthogonal states corresponding to AND-states in Statecharts [28]), and method refinements (allowing methods in subclasses to accept more inputs and return more specific results). The approach is similar to pre- and post-condition based ones but provides better information hiding thanks to the typestate abstraction [59].

Bierhoff and Aldrich then built on previous work and developed a sound modular protocol checking approach, based on typestates, to ensure at compile-time that clients follow the usage protocols of objects even in the presence of aliasing [10]. For that, they developed the
notion of access permissions which combine typestate and object aliasing information. The approach was realized in Plural, a static verifier they developed for Java, as a plugin for Eclipse. As far as we know, not all Java’s features are supported, such as exceptions. Although it is not maintained any longer, one can install it in Eclipse Juno (an old version from 2012) from its source. Given its support for rich access permissions, and direct application of the typestate abstraction, we believe its study is still very relevant.

An access permission tracks how a reference is allowed to read and/or modify the referenced object, how the object might be accessed through other references, and what is currently known about the object’s typestate. To increase the precision of access permissions, Bierhoff and Aldrich introduced weak permissions (such as share and pure), where an object can be modified through other permissions. The proposed permissions include a state guarantee which ensures that an object remains in that state even in the face of interference. Additionally, they track temporary state assumptions which are discarded when they become outdated. All kinds of permissions are described in Table 1. A comprehensive survey on permission-based specifications was presented by Sadiq et al. [57].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Permissions in Plural.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immutable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Listing 5 is an example of an iterator. In lines 1-3, it is stated that this object may be in two distinct states, available or end. These are defined as refinements, or subtypes, of the root state alive, a state common to all objects. Then it is specified that the hasNext method may be called in the alive state with just pure permission (line 5). If the method returns true, we further know that the iterator is in the available state, allowing us to refine our knowledge (line 6). Otherwise, the iterator is in the end state (line 7). The next method requires full permission and that the object be in the available state, and then it can only ensure it is in the alive state (line 10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 5 Iterator example.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@Refine({</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@States(value={&quot;available&quot;, &quot;end&quot;}, refined=&quot;alive&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interface Iterator&lt;E&gt; {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@Pure(&quot;alive&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@TrueIndicates(&quot;available&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@FalseIndicates(&quot;end&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boolean hasNext();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E next();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These kinds of permissions may be split to allow sharing of an object, and joined back together to allow one to potentially restore unique permission. Fractional permissions are used to track how much a permission was split [18]. Furthermore, different fractions can be mapped to different state guarantees through a fraction function, thus tracking for each state guarantee separately how many other permissions rely on it.
Beckman et al. extended the approach to verify the correctness of usage protocols in concurrent programs, statically preventing races on the abstract state of an object as well as preventing violations of state invariants [7]. This approach uses atomic blocks and was also realized in Plural. In this solution, access permissions are used as an approximation of the thread-sharedness of objects. For example, if pure or share permissions are used, it means that other references can modify the object, and it is assumed that this includes concurrent modifications. In this scenario, temporary state assumptions are discarded, unless the access is synchronized. Furthermore, accessing fields of an object with share, pure, or full permissions, must be performed inside atomic blocks.

Beckman later presented a similar approach which uses synchronization blocks instead of atomic blocks as the mutual exclusion primitive, given that the former are in more wide use [6]. Since programmers are required to synchronize on the receiver object, it becomes implicit to the analysis which parts of the memory are exclusively available, so programmers are not required to specify which parts of the memory are protected by which locks. However, this also implies that private objects cannot be used for the purposes of mutual exclusion.

2.4 KeY

KeY is a verifier for sequential Java programs [1]. Specifications are provided in Java comments in JML*, an extension of the Java Modeling Language (JML) [43]. JML is based on the design by contract paradigm with class invariants and method contracts [46]. Class invariants describe properties that must be preserved by all methods. Method contracts are composed by pre-conditions, post-conditions, and frame conditions, indicating the heap locations which a method may modify. With this, KeY can employ modular verification.

The example in Listing 6 uses a specification technique based on dynamic frames [40] and is adapted from the Cell example by Smans et al. [58]. The cell’s specification starts by declaring a set of locations called footprint (line 4) composed only by the x field (line 6).

The accessible annotation (line 5) specifies that the set footprint will only change if a location in the set mentioned on the right-side of the colon changes. In this case, footprint is constant. Then an invariant is stated (line 9) and it is specified that it only depends on locations in footprint. The setX method will not throw exceptions (indicated with the normal_behavior annotation in line 12), it assigns only to locations in the footprint (line 13), requires the parameter to be positive (line 14), and ensures the next call to getX will return the given value (line 15). Since it does not perform reads from heap locations, the accessible annotation is omitted.

Listing 6 JML specification example.

```java
class Cell {
  private int x;

  /**
   * @model \ locset footprint;
   * @ accessible footprint: \ nothing;
   * @ represents footprint = x;
   * @*/

  //@ invariant x > 0;
  //@ accessible \ inv: footprint;

  /**
   * @ normal_behavior
   * @ assignable footprint;
   * @ requires value > 0;
   * @ ensures getX() == value;
   * @*/
```
As far as we know, KeY is the verification tool that supports the greatest number of Java features among the other static verification tools for Java, allowing one to verify real programs considering the actual Java runtime semantics. This includes reasoning about inheritance, dynamic method lookup, runtime exceptions, and static initialization. A consequence of this is that, as the members of the KeY team point out, KeY is not overly suitable for the verification of algorithms that require abstracting away from the code since KeY’s main goal is the verification of Java programs [20].

KeY’s is based on an interactive theorem prover for first-order Java dynamic logic (JavaDL) [27], which can be seen as a generalization of Hoare logic [30]. An important part in the construction of proofs in KeY is symbolic execution. This process takes every possible execution branch and transforms the program leading to a set of constraints, which can then be verified against the specification. KeY provides a semi-automated environment where the user may choose to apply every step of the proof, apply a strategy macro, combining several deductive steps, or execute an automated proof search strategy. As well as offering a high degree of automation, KeY supports SMT solvers, such as Z3 [23], which are often useful to solve arithmetical problems [20]. More details on how to use KeY may be found online.³

The most common strategy macros, which we have significantly used in our experiments, are: propositional expansion (to apply propositional rules); finish symbolic execution (to apply only rules for modal operators of dynamic logic, thus executing Java programs symbolically); close provable goals (automatically close all goals that are provable, but do not apply any rules to goals which cannot be closed).

3 Experiments

In this section, we start by giving an overview of the examples that are going to be used, showing the object usage protocols and their implementations, as well as, client code using the presented objects (in Section 3.1). The code is in Java, a language supported by all the aforementioned tools, which given its object-oriented nature, is well-suited for building objects with protocol where method calls act like transitions of a state-machine.

Then in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the common Java code for the classes is annotated with the appropriate specification for each tool capturing the intended object protocols.

Finally, in Section 3.4, we present annotated client code which uses the object code defined before, and answer the RQ: can the tools check protocol compliance and completion, even when objects are shared in a collection?

All code implemented is available online. Throughout the text, hyperlinks in blue point directly to the lines of code relevant to what is being discussed in order to help the reader and to avoid the need to download code. Nonetheless, crucial code parts are presented in listings and discussed in detail. Additionally, a thorough discussion of the implementation is also online for the interested reader.

³ https://www.key-project.org/docs/UsingKeyBook/
3.1 Running examples

In this study, the main objects with protocol we consider are file readers. Their usage protocol is shown in Figure 2. Circles represent states, arrows denote transitions performed by method calls, and diamonds represent a decision based on the return value of the preceding call. The initial state is marked with an incoming arrow without an outgoing state. The final state is marked with a thicker border. We refer the reader to [60, 61] for more information about this kind of automata, called Deterministic Object Automata, and a tool generating those.

![Figure 2 File reader's protocol.](image)

According to the file reader’s protocol, the open method must be initially called. Then, one must call the eof method to check if the end of the file was reached. While it returns false, read calls are allowed. Otherwise, the whole file was read and the close method needs to be called to terminate the protocol. A usage example of a file reader exhibiting protocol compliance and completion is shown in Listing 7.

![Listing 7 FileReader’s usage example.](image)

```java
FileReader f = new FileReader("file.txt");
f.open();
while (!f.eof()) {
    f.read();
}
f.close();
```

To track the number of bytes still available to be read, the reader has an internal remaining field. Additionally, we may use a state field to track the current state of the object. This may be seen as unnatural and superfluous, but when there is no primitive notion of typestates in the language, it is unavoidable. One example of this encoding of protocols being employed is in the Casino contract presented in the VerifyThis event. Exemplifying code is presented in Listing 8. Assume that methods prefixed with file_ perform actions on the file system. Please note that in the tool specific implementations, files are not actually read, so as to simplify the code for demonstration purposes.

![Listing 8 FileReader’s code.](image)

```java
class FileReader {
    String filename; State state; int remaining;
    FileReader(String name) {
        filename = name;
        state = INIT;
    }
}
```

https://verifythis.github.io/casino/
After implementing and specifying the file readers, we implement a collection to store these. The challenge is then to verify the collection and statically track the different states of the stored file readers, while ensuring protocol compliance and completion.

For our collection, we implement a singly-linked-list, meaning that each node has a reference only to the next node. This list has two fields: head and tail. The former points to the first node, the latter points to the last node, as it is commonly implemented in imperative languages. Items are added to the tail and removed from the head, following a FIFO discipline. Having a tail field is crucial for efficiency, avoiding the need to iterate all the nodes before adding a new node to the end. Code for it is presented in Listing 9.

### Listing 9 Linked-list's code.
```java
class Node<T> {
    T value; Node next = null; Node(T v) { value = v; }
}

class LinkedList<T> {
    Node<T> head = null; Node<T> tail = null;
    void add(T value) {
        if (head == null) {
            head = tail = new Node(value);
        } else {
            tail.next = new Node(value);
            tail = tail.next;
        }
    }
    T remove() {
        assert (head != null);
        T value = head.value;
        if (head == tail) {
            head = tail = null;
        } else {
            head = head.next;
        }
        return value;
    }
```
We believe implementing a linked-list is particularly relevant for a number of reasons. Besides being a very common data structure, and quite simple in nature, its use of pointers often creates challenges for type systems without support for deductive reasoning. For example, in a type system with a strict ownership discipline, it is difficult to deal with the aliasing between the tail field and the second to last node’s next field. Additionally, matching the concrete structure of the collection (i.e. the linked nodes) with the abstract representation, to be able to track the states of the stored objects, usually requires ghost code and (again) deductive reasoning, as we will observe.

Although the number of values stored in the linked-list is arbitrary, we can define a finite protocol (Figure 3) that over-approximates the possible states: the list may be empty, which means that we are only allowed to add new values; or the list may be not empty, which means that we can also remove at least one value. With just these two states it is unknown if the list becomes empty or not after removing a value, so we need to encode this uncertainty with an additional state and use the isEmpty method to check the emptiness of the list.

![Figure 3] List’s protocol.

Similarly, we can define a protocol for an iterator over the linked-list (Figure 4) with three states: one indicating that there are values to retrieve with the next method, another to specify that we reached the end of the list, and finally, a state to encode the uncertainty between the previous two, where the hasNext method may be used to check if there are still values to return. Code for the iterator is presented in Listing 10.

![Figure 4] Iterator’s code.

```java
class LinkedListIterator<T> {  
    Node<T> curr;
    LinkedListIterator(Node head) { curr = head; }
}
```

For instance, in Rust, the ownership discipline prevents one from creating linked-lists, unless unsafe code is used. GhostCell, a recent solution to deal with this, allows for internal sharing but the collection itself still has to respect the discipline [62]. It uses unsafe code for its implementation but was proven safe with separation logic.

Context-free session types can be used to describe protocols which are not limited by the expressiveness of regular languages [2].
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![Figure 4 Iterator's protocol.](image)

An example combining the three classes is shown in Listing 11. In this example, a number of file readers in their initial state is added to the list (line 6). This collection is then passed to the auxiliary method `useFiles` (line 7) which iterates through all the readers and, for each one, follows their protocol to the end. The properties of protocol compliance and completion hold for this program example.

```java
void main () {
    LinkedList list = new LinkedList();
    FileReader f1 = new FileReader("a");
    FileReader f2 = new FileReader("b");
    FileReader f3 = new FileReader("c");
    list.add(f1); list.add(f2); list.add(f3);
    useFiles(list);
}

void useFiles(LinkedList<FileReader> list) {
    LinkedListIterator it = list.iterator();
    while (it.hasNext()) {
        FileReader f = it.next();
        f.open();
        while (!f.eof()) f.read();
        f.close();
    }
}
```

We will now report on our experience with each tool detailing the specification and proof effort required, keeping the issues of protocol compliance and completion in mind. In summary, we successfully verify the file reader class (Listing 8) and its use (Listing 7) in all four tools. The linked-list and iterator implementations (Listing 9 and 10), as well as their usages (Listing 11), are accepted by all except Plural. Protocol completion can be guaranteed with workarounds in all tools except Plural.
3.2 File reader specification

VeriFast

To implement the file reader, we use pre- and post-conditions in all public methods indicating the required and the ensured states after the call (example in List. 12). The fields of this object are state (to keep track of the current state), and remaining (to keep track of the number of bytes still to read). Every time the state needs to change, we assign to the state field. We use constants to identify different states, thus avoiding the use of literal numbers in specifications. To request access to the fields of the object, and to enforce that remaining is equal to or greater than zero, we define the filereader predicate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 12 close method in VeriFast.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 public void close()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 //@ requires filereader(this, STATE_OPENED, 0);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 //@ ensures filereader(this, STATE_CLOSED, 0);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5   this.state = STATE_CLOSED;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VerCors

The implementation in VerCors is very similar to the one in VeriFast, except for these differences: we do not define a predicate to abstract the contents of the object (instead we keep access to the fields exposed for practical reasons); and since VerCors supports ghost fields, we use one to track the state, using numbers to represent each state.

Plural

Given the support for typestates, we directly define three states, init, opened, and closed, which refine (i.e. define a substate of) the root state alive, a state in which all objects are in. Additionally, we define two states, eof and notEof, refining opened, indicating if we have reached or not the end of the file, respectively. The file reader has a boolean field, remaining, indicating if there is something to read. To enforce the relation between the states eof and notEof, and the remaining field, we define invariants for these states. Due to a limitation, we had to simplify the read method, making it read the file all at once. To enforce the protocol, we declare for each method the required and ensured states as well as the permissions needed to perform each call. The open, read, and close methods require unique permission to the receiver object. Full permissions would be enough except for the possibility of concurrent accesses, which would require methods to be synchronized. The eof method only needs an immutable permission guaranteeing that we are in the opened state, and returns a boolean value indicating if the end of the file was reached.

KeY

We also model the protocol with pre- and post-conditions in methods. The state is tracked using an integer ghost field. As in VeriFast and VerCors, remaining stores the number of bytes left to read, and we enforce the value to be equal or greater than zero with an

---

7 Ideally, remaining would store an integer, but the syntax remaining == 0 does not seem to be supported in the invariants. In consequence, we cannot model the arbitrary number of bytes to read.
invariant. The file reader has a footprint, composed by the state and remaining fields, and each of its methods specifies which fields may be modified, according to the dynamic frames technique [40]. To verify this class, we have to prove each method correct, according to each specification, and the fact that nothing changes the footprint. Given its simplicity, all proofs were automatically done using KeY’s default strategy.

Evaluation

As expected, we successfully modelled a protocol for a file reader in all four tools: in Plural, the implementation was mostly straightforward given the support for typestates, but annotations were required in all methods; in VeriFast, VerCors, and KeY, we used method contracts, which also required some annotation burden. Thus, we motivate the need for more natural ways to specify protocols, for example, via automata, which helps the programmer visualize and design the protocol.

3.3 Linked-list and iterator specifications

VeriFast

The linked-list implementation is adapted and extended from a C implementation available online. One key difference from the aforementioned C code is that when the linked-list is empty, the head and tail fields have null values, instead of pointing to a dummy node. This matches common implementations and makes verification more challenging because we have to avoid null pointer errors.

To model the structure of the list, we define a predicate that holds access to the head and tail fields and of all the nodes in the list (List. 13). The only input parameter is the reference to the linked-list. The output parameters are the references to the head and tail, and a ghost list to reason about the values in the list in an abstract way (line 1). This ghost collection will be crucial to track the different states of the file readers stored in the list. Lines 3 and 4 ensure that if one of the fields is null, the other is also null, and the list is empty. To ease the addition of new elements to the list, we request access to the sequence of nodes between the head (inclusive) and the tail (exclusive), through the lseg predicate, and then keep access to the tail node separately (line 5). The node predicate holds the permissions to the next and value fields of a given node. Note that we do not hold permission to the fields of the values stored. This is to allow them to change independently of the linked-list.

Listing 13 llist predicate in VeriFast.

```verbatim
1 predicate llist (LinkedList obj; Node h, Node t, list<FileReader> list) =
2   obj.head |-> h &* obj.tail |-> t &* &
3   h == null ? t == null &* & list == nil :
4   t == null ? h == null &* & list == nil :
5   lseg (h, t, ?l) &* & node (t, null, ?value) &* &
6   list == append (l, cons (value, nil)) &* & list != nil;
```

The implementation of the remove and isEmpty methods is straightforward requiring only the unfolding and folding of the llist and lseg predicates a few times. The add method requires an auxiliary lemma (List. 14) stating that if we have a sequence of nodes plus the final node, and we append another node in the end, we get a new sequence with all the nodes from the previous sequence, the previous final node, and then the newly appended node.

Listing 14 add_lemma lemma in VeriFast.

```verbatim
1 lemma void add_lemma (Node n1, Node n2, Node n3)
2   requires lseg (n1, n2, ?l) &* & node (n2, n3, ?value) &* & node (n3, ?n4, ?v);
3   ensures lseg (n1, n3, append (l, cons (value, nil))) &* & node (n3, ?n4, v);
```
To implement the iterator, we define a iterator predicate which holds access to the current node field and all the nodes in the linked-list. Then, we split the permissions to the nodes in two parts (List. 15): half of the permissions preserves the structure of the list (line 4), and the other half holds the view of the iterator (line 5): a sequence of nodes from the head (inclusive) to the current node (exclusive); and a sequence from the current node (inclusive) to the final one. Both parts allow us to reason on the values already seen, and the values still to be seen. This split occurs when the iterator is created. After iterating all the nodes, the full permission to the nodes needs to be restored to the list, which is done via an auxiliary lemma.

**Listing 15** iterator_base predicate in VeriFast.

1. \begin{align*}
predicate \ &\text{iterator_base}(\text{LinkedList javalist}, \text{Node n};
\phantom{\text{LinkedList javalist, Node n;}}
\phantom{\text{Require: javalist.head}}
\phantom{\text{Require: javalist.tail}}
\phantom{\text{Require: llist}}
\phantom{\text{Require: lseg}}
\phantom{\text{Require: nodes}}
\phantom{\text{Require: list == append(a, b);}}
\phantom{\text{Ensure: javalist.head |-> ?h &* & javalist.tail |-> ?t &* & llist(javalist, h, t, list) &* & lseg(h, n, a) &* & nodes(n, b) &* & list == append(a, b);}}
\end{align*}

The implementation of the hasNext method is straightforward. The implementation of the next method requires unfolding and folding predicates, the use of a lemma showing that the append function is associative (result already available in VeriFast), and the iterator_advance lemma, which helps us advance the state of the iterator, moving the just retrieved value from the “to see” list to the “seen” list (List. 16).

**Listing 16** iterator_advance lemma in VeriFast.

1. \begin{align*}
\text{lemma void iterator_advance}(\text{Node h}, \text{Node n}, \text{Node t}) &=
\phantom{\text{Require: javalist.head}}
\phantom{\text{Require: javalist.tail}}
\phantom{\text{Require: llist(javalist, h, t, list) &* & lseg(h, n, a) &* & nodes(n, b) &* & list == append(a, b);}}
\phantom{\text{Ensure: javalist.head |-> ?h &* & javalist.tail |-> ?t &* & llist(javalist, h, t, list) &* & lseg(h, n, a) &* & nodes(n, b) &* & list == append(a, b);}}
\end{align*}

**VerCors**

The implementations of the linked-list and iterator closely follow the VeriFast’s ones, with just some differences. Given that predicates in VerCors do not support output parameters, we have predicates to request access to the needed memory locations, and then methods to build the ghost lists that allow us to track the values. Additionally, we use given and yields clauses in the methods to receive and return the necessary lists (lines 1-2 of List. 17). Instead of using these clauses in methods, we would have preferred to rely on ghost fields storing those lists. Unfortunately, it seems one cannot reason about the old value of a field if its permission is inside a predicate. Using inline unfolding does not seem to work.

**Listing 17** remove method’s contract in VerCors.

1. \begin{align*}
given \ &\text{seq< FileReader> oldList;}
\phantom{\text{seq< FileReader> oldList;}}
\phantom{\text{Require: javalist.head}}
\phantom{\text{Require: javalist.tail}}
\phantom{\text{Require: llist(javalist, h, t, list) &* & lseg(h, n, a) &* & nodes(n, b) &* & list == append(a, b);}}
\phantom{\text{Ensure: javalist.head |-> ?h &* & javalist.tail |-> ?t &* & llist(javalist, h, t, list) &* & lseg(h, n, a) &* & nodes(n, b) &* & list == append(a, b);}}
\phantom{\text{Given: seq< FileReader> oldList;}}
\phantom{\text{Yields: seq< FileReader> newList;}}
\phantom{\text{Require: state(oldList) ** |oldList| > 0;}}
\phantom{\text{Ensure: state(newList) ** newList == tail(oldList);}}
\end{align*}

Linked-lists and iterators have been implemented before for VerCors [14] but, to our knowledge, there is no list implementation that uses a tail field, preferring instead a recursive approach, with the “head” being the first value, and the “tail” being the rest of the list.
Plural

For the linked-list, we adapt a stack example from Plural’s repository. Naturally, we make the appropriate changes since our linked-list follows a FIFO discipline, while a stack follows a LIFO one. Since objects in Plural should be associated with typestates, both our `Node` and `LinkedList` classes have protocols.

In the `Node` class, we define two orthogonal state dimensions, `dimValue` and `dimNext`, which handle the value and next fields, respectively. In `dimValue` there are two states, `withValue` and `withoutValue`, which indicate if the node has permission to the stored value or not. In `dimNext` we have states `withNext` and `withoutNext`, which say if the node has permission to the next node or if `next` is `null`. State dimensions avoid the need to reason about all the combinations of having (or not) a value and having (or not) a next node. Since direct field accesses are disallowed, we define getter and setter methods for both fields.

In the `LinkedList` class, we define two states: the empty and the non-empty. When it is empty, the `head` and `tail` fields are `null`. When it is not empty, `head` and `tail` are not `null` and there is unique permission to the first node, which is pointed by `head`. Since the `head` points to the next node, and so on, we should have the required chain of nodes that builds the linked-list. Adding and removing values from the list require `unique` permission to it.

Unfortunately, Plural did not accept either implementation. With regards to the `Node` class, we had errors in all the methods indicating that the receiver could not be packed (i.e. coerce from the concrete field view of the class to the abstract typestate view [24]) to match the state specified by the `ensures` annotation parameter. Additionally, the invariant for the `withValue` state had an error stating that the parametric permission kind we specified was unknown, even though that was introduced with the appropriate annotation. In fact, we did the same for the `LinkedList` class and we did not get these kinds of errors.

With regards to the `LinkedList` class, the only errors reported were in the `add` method. To understand why, consider the case in which the list is not empty. In this case, the `tail` is non-null, and we must call `setNext` on it to append a new node (line 8 of List. 18). However, we do not have permission to do that. For this to work, we would need to have permission to the last node that is owned by the second to last node. Unfortunately, we could not perform such transferring of permissions. An alternative solution could be to use `share` permissions instead of `unique` ones in the nodes. But this would require locking when accessing them, because of the possibility of thread concurrency. Furthermore, we would lose track of the memory footprint used by the list (since `share` permissions allow for unrestricted aliasing). This can be an issue if we want to track all the references and ensure statically that all resources are freed at end. Given this, we did not attempt to implement the iterator.

**Listing 18** LinkedList’s `add` method in Plural.

```java
@Unique (requires="alive", ensures="notEmpty", use=Use.FIELDS)
public void add (@PolyVar (value="p", returned=false) T value) {
  @Apply("p") Node<T> n = new Node<T>(value);
  if (head == null) {
    head = n;
    tail = n;
  } else {
    tail.setNext(n);
    tail = n;
  }
}
```

8 File pluralism/trunk/PluralTestsAndExamples/src/edu/cmu/cs/plural/polymorphism/ecoop/Stack.java
The linked-list implementation is heavily inspired in a tutorial by Hiep et al. which implements a doubly-linked-list [29]. We declare several fields: `head` and `tail`; `size`, to count the number of values; `nodeList`, containing a sequence of nodes; and `values`, containing a sequence of values. The `nodeList` and `values` fields are ghost fields. As for the file reader, we define the linked-list’s footprint, composed by its fields and the fields of all the nodes (line 5 of List. 19). We also specify that the footprint itself only changes if the nodes sequence changes (line 2), and that the list’s invariant only depends on the locations in the footprint (line 3). The proof of the latter required some interactivity to guide the proof. Note that the footprints of the values are not part of list’s footprint.

```
public model \locset footprint ;
accessible footprint : nodeList;
accessible \forall footprint ;
represents footprint = size, head, tail, nodeList, values,
(\infinite_union \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length ; ((Node)nodeList[i]).*) ;
```

The list’s invariant is the most verbose part of the specification. First, we specify that `size` is equal to the number of nodes, which is then equal to the number of values. Then we enforce that the values in the list are not null. We also use an existential quantifier, indicating that in each position of the sequences, elements exist (lines 1-2 of List. 20). This is necessary because KeY treats sequences in a way where they may occasionally contain not-yet-created objects. Additionally, since the sequence declarations do not enforce the type of their elements, we need to do it explicitly, either using an `instanceof` operator, or using an existential quantifier. Furthermore, we need to cast the result of accessing a position in a given sequence. Following that, we have to take into account that the list may be empty. So, we define that either the nodes sequence is empty, and the `head` and `tail` fields are null, or the nodes sequence is not empty, and the `head` points to the first node, and `tail` points to the last one (lines 3-6). To ensure we have a linked-list, we enforce that the `next` field of each node points to the following node in the sequence (lines 7-8). We also enforce that all the nodes are distinct (lines 9-12). Finally, we specify that each value in the values sequence corresponds to the value stored in each node in the same position.

```
(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < values.length ;
(\exists FileReader f; f == values[i] && f != null))
|| (nodeList == \seq_empty && head == null && tail == null)
|| (nodeList != \seq_empty && head != null && tail != null &&
tail.next == null && head == (Node)nodeList[0] &&
tail == (Node)nodeList[nodeList.length-1])

(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length-1;
((Node)nodeList[i]).next == (Node)nodeList[i+1])

(\forall \bigint i; 0 <= i < nodeList.length;
(\forall \bigint j; 0 <= j < nodeList.length;
((Node)nodeList[i] == (Node)nodeList[j] => i == j))
```

The iterator has several fields: `list`, a reference to the list; `curr`, the current node; `index`, the position of the current node in the nodes sequence; `seen`, the sequence of values already iterated; and `to_see`, the sequence of values still to be iterated. The `index`, `seen`, and `to_see` fields are ghost fields. As usual, we define the iterator’s footprint, composed only
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by its fields (line 4 of List. 21). We also specify that the footprint itself does not change (line 2), and that the iterator’s invariant depends on its footprint and on the list’s footprint (line 3). The proof of the former was done automatically. For the proof of the latter, KeY’s default strategy was not enough. The reason for this was that KeY was applying multiple “cut” tactics to try to close the proof for each possible value of size. Nonetheless, it was mostly straightforward to guide the proof. We just had to use the “observerDependency” tactic to establish that the iterator’s invariant does not change in the presence of heap updates on locations that do not belong to its footprint or the list’s footprint.

Listing 21 Iterator’s footprint in KeY.

```java
public model \locset footprint;
accessible footprint: \nothing;
accessible inv: footprint, list.footprint;
represents footprint = list, curr, index, seen, to_see;
```

In the iterator’s invariant we first specify that index is a value between zero and the number of values. This number may be equal to the number of values if and only if we have already iterated through all values. Then we enforce that the values in both sequences are not null. Following that, we define that the seen sequence corresponds to the values already seen, from position zero (inclusive) to index (exclusive), and that to see corresponds to the values to see, from position index (inclusive) to the end. Since curr points to the current node, we map it to position index in the nodes sequence, or we specify that it is null, when iteration is done. Finally, we assert that the list’s invariant holds.

Regarding the linked-list, verifying the constructor, add, and iterator methods required only the default strategy, but for the remove method, some interactivity was need, namely to show that the first value was the value of the head. Regarding the iterator, we had to guide the proof of the constructor, mostly to establish the invariants of the iterator and list, since KeY was applying “cut” multiple times, as before. The hasNext method was verified automatically with the default strategy. To verify the next method, we had to prove that: 1. only the list’s and iterator’s footprints are accessible; 2. the post-condition holds after execution; 3. and that only the iterator’s footprint is modified. These proof requirements required a lot of work, likely because of the relation between index and curr, which was probably not obvious to the default strategy. Examples of goals which required some effort to prove were: showing that the value of the current node was the first value in the “to see” sequence, proving that such a value was a file reader, and that the new sequences respected the invariant (after the current value was moved to the “seen” sequence).

Evaluation

In VeriFast, as well as in VerCors, the expressiveness of the logic allowed us to specify a linked-list and an iterator. However, deductive reasoning was often required. In our experience, we spent more time in proving results than in writing code, having to unfold and fold predicates very often, revealing their definitions, having to define multiple lemmas, and insert assertions to guide proofs. In VeriFast, we had to write about 160 lines of lemmas. In VerCors, we wrote about 100 lines. Some of the time spent in VerCors with the proofs was reduced because we could reuse the experience we had with VeriFast.

In Plural, we were not able to implement a linked-list. We believe the support for logical predicates would be necessary to be able to specify structures with recursive properties. Furthermore, as far as we can tell, there is no support for parametric typestates, even though there is for fractional permissions, which could potentially allow one to model a list with objects in different states that evolve.
In KeY, we were able to implement and verify a linked-list and an iterator. Although KeY supports interactivity, together with useful macros and a high degree of automation, we spent some time proving properties about the heap. For example, we often had to prove that the footprints of two objects were disjoint, which means we also had to account for possible changes in the footprints themselves, which became very cumbersome. To do this, we had to make the footprints public so that they could be opened in proofs, otherwise we are not sure if we would have been able to finish the proofs. We believe this motivates the need to be able to prove heap and functional properties separately.

Given the differences between the approaches presented, we believe simply comparing lines of specification would not provide a meaningful comparison. Thus, we provide a qualitative evaluation. In summary, we observe that these methods require an important effort especially when one is learning the approaches. Not surprisingly, in VeriFast, VerCors, and KeY, the specification took more space than the code, and was usually verbose. VeriFast and VerCors also required a substantial amount of annotations to guide the proofs. With KeY, the space, usually needed for proofs in the other two tools, was replaced by the time spent proving results interactively. Even if it turns out that with training, it is not that hard to specify, implement, and verify the examples, it is certainly time consuming. We believe this motivates further study on what we can delegate to static analysis to ease this effort. Plural has less expressive power than the other tools, so it makes sense that the annotation effort was low.

3.4 RQ evaluation

We are able to produce examples of file readers usage, as presented in Section 3.1, where we successfully ensure that the protocol is followed (i.e. only the allowed methods in each state can be called), in all four tools: in VeriFast, VerCors, and KeY, thanks to the pre- and post-conditions; and in Plural, thanks to the typestate abstraction directly supported. We can also ensure protocol compliance when different file readers are stored within a linked-list, in VeriFast (List. 22), VerCors, and KeY, but with significant annotation and proof effort, as observed in the examples produced.

```
Listing 22 useFiles specification in VeriFast.

1 requires list != null &*& llist(list, _, _, ?l) &*& tracker(length(l)) &*& foreachp(l, INV(FileReader.STATE_INIT));
2 ensures list != null &*& llist(list, _, _, l) &*& tracker(0) &*& foreachp(l, INV(FileReader.STATE_CLOSED));
```

In the rest of this section, we focus our presentation on the crucial property of protocol completion, which guarantees that if and when the program terminates, all the objects are in the final states of their protocols.

VeriFast

To ensure that all file readers created through the lifetime of the program reach the end of their protocol, we define a tracker predicate in a javaspec file which keeps hold of the number of open file readers (List. 23). This proposed solution is based on a private exchange with Jacobs [37]. Then, we augment the file reader’s specification to increment this counter in the constructor, and decrement the counter in the close method. Finally, since we want to guarantee protocol completion for all created objects, we assert in the pre-condition and post-condition of the main method that the counter should be zero, given that main is the starting (and ending) point of Java programs.
Unfortunately, it is possible to fail to ensure protocol completion if the programmer is not careful. Firstly, one could forget to increment and decrement the counter when the typestated-object is initialized and when its protocol finishes, respectively. Secondly, if one forgets to include the post-condition in the main method, protocol completion will not be actually enforced. So, we can guarantee protocol completion but only if the programmer does not fall for these “traps”. Here we see that ghost code is useful to check properties, but if such code is not correctly connected with the “real” code, then the property we desired to establish is not actually guaranteed.

VerCors

To ensure protocol completion, we follow the previous idea, but instead of a “global counter” defined through a predicate written in a specification file, we create a FileTracker object which keeps hold of the number of open file readers using ghost code. When we augment the file reader’s implementation to increment and decrement the counter in the appropriate methods, we also have to pass the tracker using the given directive. Again, it is possible to fall for the same “traps”: forgetting to increment and decrement the counter, and forgetting to add the post-condition to the main method.

Since VerCors supports quantifiers, one could think of quantifying over all file readers and ensuring they are all closed. Unfortunately, we would be quantifying over all possible file readers, not just the ones actually allocated on the heap.

Plural

Although the typestate abstraction is directly supported, protocol completion is not guaranteed since permissions may be “dropped”, as seen in List. 24, where a unique permission for an object is received but not used, without any error being reported. This was not an issue in other tools, even though leaking resources is permitted, because the support for deductive reasoning allowed us to count the number of active objects.

As far as we can tell, Plural’s specification language is based on linear logic, which would imply that this would not be permitted. However, we understand why this is the case in Java, since it is common for one to stop using an object and letting the garbage collector reclaim memory. Nonetheless, we believe that ensuring protocol completion is crucial for typestated-objects, to ensure that important method calls are not omitted and resources are freed (e.g. closing a socket).
KeY

To ensure that all file readers reach the end of their protocol, we define a contract for the main method such that for all file readers created at some point in the program, they are in the final state (line 2 of List. 25). Since KeY is not aware of the objects created or not before, we define as pre-condition that no file readers exist when main is called (line 1). This works because quantifiers in KeY only reason over objects in the heap. Given that main is the first method called in a Java program, this requirement is actually an assumption.

Listing 25 main method’s contract with protocol completion in KeY.

```
1 requires ! exist FileReader f; true;
2 ensures forall FileReader f; f.state == FileReader.STATE_CLOSED;
```

Thanks to first-order dynamic logic, we can use quantifiers to specify that all existing file readers should have their protocol completed. Although this seems powerful, we have to adapt all other methods to specify that no new file readers are created inside. This is necessary because it would be possible for methods to create file readers only available in the scope of their execution, which would exist in the heap as created objects, but for which we would know nothing about. This post-condition, written as ! exist FileReader f; fresh(f), was added in all needed methods. In the file reader’s constructor, we also had to say that f was different from this, since the newly created reference is fresh.

Evaluation

In the context of typestates, checking for protocol completion is crucial to ensure that necessary method calls are not forgotten and that resources are freed, thus avoiding memory leaks. Unfortunately, that concept is not built-in in any of the logics employed by all four tools. We believe that protocol completion should be provided directly by the type system and the programmer should not be required to remember to add this property to the specification.

One workaround we found for VeriFast and VerCors was to have a counter that keeps track of all typestated-objects which are not in the final state. This requires keeping hold of the aforementioned tracker in specifications, which can be a huge burden in bigger programs. Ensuring protocol completion could be embedded in separation logic and such a feature could even be possible in VeriFast. Given that VeriFast supports leak checking, one would just need to incorporate notions of typestates and ensure that leaking would only be allowed when objects are in their final states. In C, one would also need to enforce that claimed memory is freed. In Java, leak checking would need to be enabled for typestated-objects.

For Plural, we did not find a way to ensure protocol completion. This could be supported by asking the programmer to indicate which state of a given object is the final one and only allowing permissions for ended objects to be “dropped”.

In KeY, we made use of the support for universal quantifiers and reasoning on heap-dependent expressions. However, verifying the code against that specification can be cumbersome, and requires augmenting the specifications of all other methods, ensuring no untracked objects are added to the heap.

4 General assessment of the tools

In this section, we summarize our views about the tools, using the knowledge gained from our experiments, and provide suggestions of what could be improved.
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**VeriFast**

Separation logic, fractional permissions, and predicates, allow for rich and expressive specifications that make it possible to verify complex programs. However, deductive reasoning is often required when the specifications are more elaborate, as we have seen when implementing the linked-list (Section 3.3). This is tedious and can be a barrier to less experienced users. Although VeriFast’s IDE provides a way for one to look at each step of a proof when an error is discovered, we believe that, at least in part, having a way to guide proofs (like one can do with proof assistants such as Coq), would improve the user experience even more by: (1) avoiding having to insert proof guiding assertions in the code implementation itself (allowing for more separation of concerns); and (2) avoiding the need to rerun the tool every time that occurs. In other words, when guiding the proofs, one would get immediate feedback. Nonetheless, the IDE experience was still very useful in helping us prove several results.

Checking for protocol completion is crucial to ensure that essential method calls are not omitted and that resources are freed. Unfortunately, that concept is not built-in in separation logic (Section 3.4). Given that VeriFast supports leak checking, one would just need to ensure that leaking would only be allowed when objects are in their final states.

**VerCors**

As in VeriFast, rich and expressive specifications are supported, but deductive reasoning is (again) required. As we noted before, this can be tedious, as highlighted by the time and lines of code we needed to prove results. Unfortunately, VerCors has no interactive experience so we had to practice “trial and error” more often, guessing what could be wrong and rerunning the tool every time we changed the code.

In terms of user experience, we think allowing for more separation between lemma and predicate functions from code, instead of forcing these to belong to classes as static methods, would help improve readability, as others have also noted [31]. We also believe the tool could be more efficient: since specifications are self-framing (i.e. only depend on memory locations that they themselves require to be accessible) and the checking process is modular, VerCors could cache some results to avoid re-checking parts of the code that were not modified. We also noticed that if we unfolded a predicate on which some truth depends on, that knowledge would be lost. For example, the knowledge of the values stored in a sequence of nodes depends on the permissions to those nodes, available in the nodes_until predicate. In principle, unfolding this predicate should not invalidate the available information, but it does. To workaround this, we had to use fractional permissions to keep hold of some fraction of the original predicate, and only unfold the other fractional part.

**Comparison between VeriFast and VerCors**

Given the similarities between VeriFast and VerCors, we believe it is very relevant to provide a comparison between both.

With respect to specifying access to memory locations, VeriFast only supports the points-to assertions of separation logic, while VerCors also supports permission annotations, inspired by Chalice [44, 45], allowing us to refer to values in variables without the need to use new names for them, which was very useful when writing the specifications. Furthermore, VerCors has built-in support for quantifiers, many different abstract data structures, and ghost code, which VeriFast does not. We used a fair amount of ghost code in VerCors. Nonetheless, VeriFast supports the definition of new inductive data types, fixpoint functions, higher-order predicates, and counting permissions, which VerCors does not. Unfortunately, VerCors does
not support generics in Java. Regarding VeriFast, as Bart Jacobs points out, at the time of writing, “support for Java generics in VeriFast is in its infancy”.

Both provide support for fractional permissions, which we have used. However, this model only allows for read-only access when data is shared. In consequence, either locks are required to mutate shared data (even in single-threaded code, where they are not really necessary, resulting in inefficient code), or a complex specification workaround is needed. We believe that the specifications and code should focus on the application’s logic, and the need to modify them to help the verifier should be avoided as much as possible. VerCors lacks support for counting permissions, which would allow permissions to be split in other ways.

Finally, we missed the support for output parameters which VeriFast has. To reproduce the same concept in VerCors, we had to add ghost parameters in many methods and explicitly pass values for those parameters when calling such methods. For example, when working with the linked-list, we kept track of the sequence of values in the list through ghost code, and always had to pass that sequence to each called method.

Plural

The rich set of access permissions allows objects’ state to be tracked even in the presence of aliasing, and permits read/write and write/write operations, thanks to state guarantees. Nonetheless, we could not specify structures such as the linked-list with double handle (i.e. with head and tail fields), likely because of the lack of support for logical predicates. Furthermore, to our knowledge, there is no support for parametric typestates.

The use of share permissions allows for unrestricted aliasing. Nonetheless, state assumptions need to be discarded because of the possibility that there might be other threads attempting to modify the same reference. Although this thread-sharedness approximation is sound, it forces the use of synchronization primitives even if a reference is only available in one thread. Beckman et al. discuss the possibility of distinguishing permissions for references that are only aliased locally from references that are shared between multiple threads, allowing access to thread-local ones without the need for synchronization [7]. But as far as we know, the idea was not realized.

Furthermore, there is no built-in guarantee of protocol completion. This could be provided by only permitting permissions for ended objects to be “dropped” (Section 3.4).

KeY

The use of JML for specifications, a language for formally specifying behavior of Java code, used by various tools, reduces the learning curve for those that already know JML. Furthermore, KeY supports a great number of Java features, allowing one to verify real programs considering the actual Java runtime semantics. Nonetheless, generics are not supported, although there is an automated tool to remove generics from Java programs, which can then be verified with KeY. Because of its focus on Java, KeY is not overly suitable for the verification of algorithms that require abstracting away from the code [20].

One important aspect that makes KeY stand out from other tools is the support for interactivity, which allows the programmer to guide the proofs. This is an aspect that we missed when experimenting with other tools. Additionally, KeY provides useful macros and a high degree of automation, as well as support for SMT solvers, such as Z3. We used Z3 to more quickly close provable goals, specially those involving universal quantifiers.

Since KeY’s core is based on first-order dynamic logic, one can express heap-dependent expressions: the heap is an explicitly object in the logic. Although this allows for much expressiveness, it often becomes very difficult to verify programs, as our experience has shown
On Using VeriFast, VerCors, Plural, and KeY to Check Object Usage (Section 3.3). We think that a variant of KeY that would instead use separation logic, to abstract away the heaps and the notion of disjointness, would be very helpful, improving readability and reducing verbosity.

Nonetheless, there are probably other alternatives to separation logic that would help in solving the aforementioned issues. In a private conversation with KeY’s group leaders, they point out that the connectives of separation logic “would get in the way of automation”, a crucial feature of KeY. For example, it seems that “the heap separation rule tends to split proofs too early” [35]. Furthermore, they mention that the problems we encountered could be summarized in two main points: (1) insufficient abstract specification primitives; (2) inability to prove heap and functional properties separately, in a modular fashion. KeY’s team is aware of these issues and will address them in the future (at the time of writing).

As we pointed out above, we believe separation logic together with resource leaking prevention (except for objects with completed protocol), could be used to ensure protocol completion without the need for adding extraneous specifications. This would be another reason why we believe separation logic would be preferable over first-order dynamic logic, but it is possible there are other alternatives.

Finally, we enjoyed the user experience and appreciated that KeY comes with examples to experiment with. Nonetheless, at the moment of writing, we believe there is room for improvement. For more details, we refer the reader to a thorough discussion of the issues we found and suggestions for improvements, which we shared with KeY’s team.

5 Related work

Penninckx et al. develop an approach to verify input/output properties of programs [54]. They encode I/O behavior using abstract permission-based predicates implemented in VeriFast. The technique ensures that a program only performs the allowed I/O operations. Additionally, it guarantees a terminated program has performed all desired operations with a post-condition specifying the final state a program should be found in. Later, Jacobs presented an approach to verify liveness properties [36]. Blom et al. verify the functional behavior of concurrent software using histories, which record the actions taken by a concurrent program [15]. The technique has been integrated in VerCors and experimentally added to VeriFast. Similarly, Oortwijn integrated process algebra models [8] in VerCors to reason about functional properties of shared-memory concurrent programs, including non-terminating ones [52]. More recently, work has been developed to support the deductive verification of JavaBIP models in VerCors [12]. In these models, Java classes are considered as components where their behavior is described by finite state machines, and component interactions are specified with synchronization annotations [11]. Kim et al. propose a technique to specify protocols of Java classes by incorporating typestates into JML [41]. When translating their extension to pure JML, multiple boolean fields for each state are declared which, when true, indicate the object is in that given state. Multiple fields are needed to support state refinements [9]. Cheon and Perumandla extend JML with a new specification clause containing a regular expression-like notation to specify the sequences of method calls allowed for a given class [21].

In this study, we focus on sequential examples and only present a simple protocol, which does not require a complex encoding, so the aforementioned techniques would either not be applicable or would introduce unnecessary verification overhead.

With respect to comparison studies, there are several that have been conducted. However, as far as we know, no study was previously done that focused on the verification of protocol compliance and completion. Nonetheless, we reference some works we found relevant to
us. Lathouwers and Huisman examine the annotation effort in several tools, including Verifast and VerCors [42]. Hollander briefly discusses the differences between Verifast and VerCors [31]. Boerman et al. study the way in which KeY and OpenJML treat JML specifications differently and the effort in switching between both tools [16].

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we address the RQ (Page 2) by reviewing four verification tools for Java. In particular, we evaluated their ability to check the correct use of objects with protocol, and if they were able to guarantee protocol completion, even when these were shared in collections (Section 3.4). Additionally, we evaluated the programmer’s effort in making the code acceptable to each, and provide suggestions for improvements (Section 4).

We were able to reach a general conclusion: stateful objects usually have protocols representing their intended usage. In the tools we have studied, protocols are not first-class entities; instead they need to be encoded with method contracts (even in Plural, annotations on methods are required). In contrast, approaches based on behavioral types, where protocols can be defined via automata [4, 47, 60], treat protocols as central, and provide a global view of the intended usage of each object. By having this model, reasoning on relevant properties becomes easier than on lower level encodings.

Now we summarize key points gathered from our experiments with each tool. Both Verifast and VerCors support rich and expressive specifications based on separation logic: this allowed us to successfully address the RQ. However, deductive reasoning was often required. This is very demanding and can be a barrier to less experienced users. We believe improved interactive experiences for programmers are key to make these tools more approachable. Furthermore, fractional permissions only allow for read-only access when data is shared.

Plural is different from these tools in two major ways: it does not support logical predicates and so, specifications are less expressive in that regard, which prevented us from implementing a linked-list. Nevertheless, access permissions support more kinds of sharing, but access to thread-local shared data might require an unnatural use of locks.

KeY supports interactivity, automation, and the ability to reuse proofs. Nonetheless, the fact that heaps are mentioned explicitly in assertions made it difficult to read the hypothesis and proof goals. Additionally, we often had to show that certain footprints were disjoint. So, although we successfully answered the RQ, again the effort was substantial. To fully automate some proofs, KeY depends on finding the right specifications and proof search settings, which is not easy. More abstract specification primitives, and the ability to separate proofs of heap and functional properties, are crucial features to improve both readability and ease of proving results.

So, we proved protocol compliance with some effort, but protocol completion, crucial to ensure that necessary method calls are not forgotten and that resources are freed, is not directly supported by any of these tools. Although there are workarounds in some, we believe such guarantee should be supplied directly. This could be done by ensuring that no permission to an object is “dropped” unless it is in the final state.

In conclusion, this study motivates the need for lightweight methods to statically guarantee protocol compliance and completion in the presence of several patterns of sharing, like objects with protocol stored in collections, including the following features: usage protocols as the central entity defining objects’ behavior, more kinds of sharing beyond fractional permissions also avoiding the need for locks in sequential code, and better techniques to reason about permissions to heap locations.

For completion, this study could be complemented with OpenJML [22], and LiquidJava, a recent tool that integrates liquid types in Java [26].
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